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ABSTRACT

Subgrade is a most important part of a pavement structure, which should have a reasonable stiffness

modulus and shear strength. CBR (California Bearing Ratio) test is performed to evaluate stiffness

modulus and shear strength of subgrade soils. However, CBR test is laborious and time consuming,

particularly when soil is highly plastic like Jamshoro soil. In order to overcome this limitation, it may

be appropriate to correlate CBR value of soil with its index properties like grain size analysis, Atterberg

limits, and compaction characteristics such as MDD (Maximum Dry Density) and OMC (Optimum

Moisture Content). This paper expresses the correlations between CBR value of Jamshoro soil and its

index properties. SLRA (Single Linear Regression Analysis) and MLRA(Multiple Linear Regression)

based Models were utilized. It is seen that MLRA gave better correlations up to R2 of about 0.984. It is

observed that the Soaked CBR value can be predicted with confidence from LL (Liquid Limit), PI

(Plasticity Index) and percent finer while the un-soaked CBR value can be obtained from LL, plasticity

index and MDD.
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part of the pavement. It is necessary that the subgrade

soil should be properly compacted to fully utilize its

strength while carrying the loads of the above layers of

pavements as well as the moving loads of traffic [2]. For

this purpose, it is necessary to evaluate the strength of

subgrade soil on which the whole structure of the

pavement rests and for this, CBR is one of the most widely

used methods. This method is mainly used to determine

the stiffness modulus and shear strength of the subgrade

soil and helps in designing the thickness of each layer of
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pavement design is considered to be the most

important parameter in the construction of a road

network. Generally, pavement, a relatively stable

crust, is constructed over the natural soil in order to

support the wheel and traffic loads as well as to provide

a hard, durable and abrasion resistant surface [1]. A

flexible pavement consist of a number of layers including

sub-base, base course, surfacing etc. which ultimately

lies on subgrade. Basically, subgrade is not the physical

part of the pavement but it is considered as the functional
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pavement [3-4]. If the subgrade has higher CBR value,

this means that it has more strength and will be able to

bear more traffic load coming over it and ultimately the

thickness of pavement layers will be small and vice versa

[5]. The soaked CBR value of the subgrade soil is of great

importance, which is required to be determined as it helps

in assessing the swelling potential and almost the actual

strength of subgrade soil over the entire road length.

Though this conventional method helps in evaluating

the strength of the subgrade soil by obtaining its soaked

CBR value, but it is quite time consuming and laborious

method and also its reproducibility is low [1]. Moreover,

this test is costly as it involves a high level technical

supervision and quality control assessment. Therefore,

more samples are required to be tested in order to achieve

better accuracy and to obtain proper idea about the

soaked CBR value of subgrade materials over the entire

length of the road which is quite difficult because it is

difficult to take large number of samples. This would

result in serious delay in the progress of the project,

since in most situations the materials for earthwork

construction come from highly variable sources. Any

delay in construction inevitably leads to rise of project

cost [1,4-6].

In Pakistan, most of the roads are designed as flexible

pavements. Nowadays, infrastructure development in the

country, particularly in Sindh province is quite fast.

Development of road networks, particularly the highway

is at its peak in order to connect the rural and urban areas,

production and market places, and other basic

infrastructures like hospitals, public buildings, public

health and sanitation sector which includes proper water

supply and sewage treatment systems, irrigation sector

[4] etc. Due to the increasing development of road

networks, it has become quite imperative to speed up the

construction works and this CBR test may cause delay in

the progress of the project.

This research paper is written on Jamshoro Soil. Jamshoro

is the capital of Jamshorodistrict, which includes the cities

namely Kotri, Nooriabad, ThanoBula Khan and Jamshoro

itself. It is located on the right bank of Indus River,

approximately 18 km Northwest of Hyderabad and 150 km

Northeast from Karachi, the Capital of Sindh Province.

The soil is dark yellow brown in color and mostly contains

clay, silt and shale particles along with limestone mixed in

it. Out of these, the major soil element encountered in this

Jamshoro soil is shale. Shale is a fine-grained sedimentary

rock that forms from the compaction of silt and clay-size

mineral particles. This type of rock is very much fissile

and laminated [7-9].

The Jamshoro soil has been observed to create many

problems in highway works such as rutting due to the

shale content in it. It is also found that this soil is very

much problematic in the construction of roads and

buildings because of its low bearing capacity as well as

large changes in the volume due to its expansive nature.

The swelling potential of this soil is very much high and

variable. The soil becomes stiff with an irregular increase

in its plasticity and sticks to the rammer with the increase

in moisture content due to which it is quite difficult to

transfer the proctor compaction energy to the samples

[7-9]. Similar problems are observed during the CBR

testing of this soil. While determining the soaked CBR

value, this soil shows varying swelling potential when

placed in the soaking tub under water. Most of the soils

show high swelling potential while some of them show

low potential, whicharises the need of repeating the test

to clear the doubts, thus ultimately leading to increased

construction cost.

By keeping in view the above problems of Jamshoro soil

and the above mentioned factors as well as the present

condition of infrastructure development in the province,

there arises a need to develop suitable correlations

between CBR value and the index properties of Jamshoro
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soil which includes LL, PL (Plastic Limit), PI (Plasticity

Index), OMC, MDD, percentage passing of soil fines (%F)

by the help of SLRA and MLRA which is the main theme

of this research work.

This paper mentions important correlations which have

been developed through SLRA and MLRA on CBR and

index properties of various soil samples in Jamshoro.

Index properties and CBR values of these samples have

been determined through laboratory testing according to

AASHTO and ASTM procedures. Though less number

of samples have been analyzed but this paper provides a

way of developing relationship between the properties.

The major benefit from this research outcome is that the

developed correlations will be utilized for directly

obtaining strength of Jamshoro soil instead of performing

tests on this highly plastic soil, thus avoiding

unnecessary consumption of time and delay in project

construction. Moreover, this will provide an advantage

to the designers and constructors as they will be knowing

already that which important properties are required to

be determined for knowing the accurate strength of soil

and thus, they will only perform those tests which will

determine those important properties instead of

performing all tests.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Single Linear Regression Analysis

A SLRA provides an attempt to develop a correlation

between two variables only in which one is the response

(dependent) variable and other is the explanatory

(independent) variable. In this research work, CBR is the

dependent variable and each individual IP of soil is

independent variable. Graph is plotted between CBR and

IP and a suitable trend line is drawn through the plotted

points for obtaining the value of coefficient of

determination (R2). The value of R2 provides a measure of

how well the future outcomes are likely to be predicted

by the model [10]. Generally speaking, any correlation

greater than 0.88 is usually considered as a best fit.

1.2 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

A MLRA provides an attempt to develop a correlation

between more than two variables. One is the response

(dependent variable) and others are explanatory

(independent) variables. In this research work, CBR is

the dependent variable and all other IP are independent

variables. In the equation, CBR value is the function of all

other index properties. Mathematically:

CBR = f (%F, LL, PI, OMC, MDD) (1)

The equation will be created as follows:
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 are soil properties considered for analysis.

The values of these constants can be obtained by using

Data Analysis Tool bar of Microsoft Excel and then putting

these values with their corresponding soil properties in

order to obtain a suitable equation [10].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The samples for this research work have been collected

from various places within the closed proximity of MUET

(Mehran University of Engineering & Technology),

Jamshoro, Pakistan. Seven (7) samples have been

collected from depths of about 2-3 feet and laboratory

tests for LL, PL, PI, particle size distribution, OMC, MDD

and CBR values (both soaked and unsoaked) have been

performed on these samples at Geotechnical Laboratory,

Department of Civil Engineering, MUET, Jamshoro

according to AASHTO and ASTM specifications [11-14].

The soil classifications of these samples have been done

according to AASHTO method. The results are given in

Table 1 along with % finer passing from #200 sieve (%F)

for each sample.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 summarizes the results of different soil properties

from the experiments conducted in the laboratory for seven

samples collected from different locations. Sample Nos. 3

and 4 were classified as A-4 soils and such soils have

very less presence in Jamshoro. Therefore, these samples

are not considered for developing correlations. The range

of other soil properties studied in this research work are:

PL = 16.49-29.14%, PI = 20.31-29.26% [5]. The graphs

representing laboratory test results for above samples

are presented below.

Fig. 1 presents the PSD of the soil samples tested. It is

observed that the range of % finer considered for

developing correlations by neglecting curves of sample

3 and 4 because of their irregular behavior comes out to

be 58.709-84.794%. Further, the diameters of particles

corresponding to 10% (D10), 30% (D30) and 60% (D60)

passing are plotted for all samples through which Cu

(Coefficient of Uniformity) and Cc (Coefficient of

Curvature) is determined which helps in determining

whether the soil is well graded or poorly graded.

Table 2 presents the D10, D30, D60, together with the Cu

and Cc. The Cu is the ratio of D60 by D10 given by Equation

(3):

Cu = D60/D10 (3)

Whereas, the Cu  is the ratio of square of D30 by product

of D60 and D10 and is given by Equation (4):

Cc = (D30)2/ (D60*D10) (4)

If Cu is greater than 4-6 and Cc lies between 1 and 3, the

soil is well graded otherwise it is poorly graded.

elpmaS
.oN

F% uC cC
LL
)%(

LP
)%(

IP
)%(

noitcapmoC
scitsiretcarahC

seulaVRBC
lioS
epyTCMO

)%(
DDM
mc/mg( 3)

dekaosnU
)%(

dekaoS
)%(

1 497.48 33.331 84.9 00.74 84.22 25.42 85.41 448.1 564.33 814.8 6-7-A
ylrooP(
)dedarG2 124.38 00.521 52.11 07.64 06.22 01.42 17.21 519.1 013.14 298.71

3 757.63 397.3 483.0 07.12 02.31 05.8 41.8 411.2 171.46 247.33 4-A
ylrooP(
)dedarG4 495.04 000.4 943.0 08.32 48.41 69.8 30.9 521.2 259.11 855.4

5 290.06 988.88 000.05 08.63 94.61 13.02 05.01 520.2 950.22 203.31
6-A

ylrooP(
)dedarG

6 779.37 333.801 465.77 00.75 01.82 09.82 09.21 019.1 175.51 200.01 6-7-A
ylrooP(
)dedarG7 907.85 758.22 758.21 04.85 41.92 62.92 05.51 047.1 581.54 508.91

TABLE 1. LABORATORY TEST RESULTS FOR SOIL SAMPLES

FIG. 1. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION CURVES FOR ALL
SOIL SAMPLES
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Fig. 2 shows LL curves showing LL corresponding to 20

mm penetration for all the soil samples tested in the

laboratory. Curve of Sample-7 gives the highest liquid

limit of about 58.40% and curve of Sample-3 gives the

least liquid limit value of 21.70%. As Samples 3 and 4 were

neglected in developing correlations, the least LL is

considered to be 36.80% corresponding to Sample-5.

Thus, the range of LL considered for developing

correlations is 36.80-58.40%.

Fig. 3 shows compaction curves with their peak points

representing OMC and MDD of all the soil samples.

Neglecting the results of Samples 3 and 4, the lowest

MDD comes out to be 1.740 gm/cm3 for Sample-7 and

highest MDD is 2.025 gm/cm3 for Sample-5. Thus, the

range considered is 1.740-2.025 gm/cm3. Similarly, the

lowest OMC observed from the graph is 10.50% for Sample-

5 and the highest is 15.50% for Sample-7. Thus, the range

of OMC considered is 10.50-15.50%.

Fig. 4 shows load penetration curves, which help in

determining the Unsoaked CBR values at 2.5and 5mm

penetration respectively for all soil samples. The highest

of both penetrations is considered as the CBR value of

that particular sample. From Fig. 4, it has been observed

that the range of Unsoaked CBR value considered for

developing correlations is 15.571-45.185%.

Fig. 5 shows load penetration curves, which help in

determining the Soaked CBR values at 2.5 and 5mm

penetration respectively for all soil samples. From the

graph, it has been observed that the range of Soaked

CBR value considered for developing correlations is 8.418-

19.805%.

.oNelpmaS 01D 03D 06D uC cC epyTlioS

1 54000.0 610.0 60.0 333.331 184.9

dedarGylrooP

2 84000.0 810.0 60.0 000.521 052.11

3 850.0 70.0 22.0 397.3 483.0

4 550.0 560.0 22.0 000.4 943.0

5 8000.0 60.0 470.0 005.29 118.06

6 6000.0 550.0 560.0 333.801 465.77

7 5300.0 60.0 80.0 758.22 758.21

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF D10, D30, D60, CU, CC AND SOIL TYPE FOR ALL SOIL SAMPLES

FIG. 2. LIQUID LIMIT CURVES FOR ALL SOIL SAMPLES

FIG. 3. COMPACTION CURVES FOR ALL SOIL SAMPLES
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4. CORRELATIONS/MODELS

The table of laboratory test results along with the graphs

is presented in section 3. Now, correlations/models are

developed in the form of linear equations between CBR

values and various index properties first by SLRA and

then collectively by MLRA.

4.1 Correlations By Single Linear
Regression Analysis

The correlations by SLRA were developed and are

described in Model 1- 11 (Fig. 6-16) indicating linear

relationship between the variables. Some models gave

very low values of reliability R2. However, in this paper,

all models are shown:

Model-1:Correlation of Unsoaked California Bearing

Ratio (CBR
U
) With Liquid Limit: Fig. 6 represents a

graph, which shows a correlation between unsoaked CBR

and LL for all soil samples. The mathematical relation

between the two parameters is shown in Equation (5). It

can be seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from

this equation is only 0.0413.

CBR
U
=0.2896(LL) + 17.274R2 = 0.0413 (5)

Model-2: Correlation of Unsoaked California Bearing

Ratio with Plasticity Index: Fig. 7 represents a graph,

which shows a correlation between unsoaked CBR and

PI for all soil samples. The mathematical relation between

the two parameters is shown in Equation (6). It can be

seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from this

equation is only 0.0268.

CBR
U
= 0.5519(PI) + 17.489          R2 = 0.0268 (6)

FIG. 4. LOAD-PENETRATION CURVES FOR DETERMINING
UNSOAKED CBR FOR ALL SAMPLES

FIG. 5. LOAD-PENETRATION CURVES FOR DETERMINING
SOAKED CBR OF ALL SOIL SAMPLES

FIG. 6. RELATIONSHIP OF UNSOAKED CBR WITH
LIQUID LIMIT

FIG. 7. RELATIONSHIP OF UNSOAKED CBR WITH
PLASTICITY INDEX
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Model-3: Correlation of Unsoaked California Bearing

Ratio with Optimum Moisture Content: Fig. 8

represents a graph, which shows a correlation between

unsoaked CBR and OMC for all soil samples. The

mathematical relation between the two parameters is

shown in Equation (7). It can be seen that the reliability

factor R2 obtained from this equation is 0.3812, which is

still not significant.

CBR
U
= 4.0282(OMC) – 21.807          R2 = 0.3812 (7)

Model-4: Correlation of Unsoaked California Bearing

Ratio with Maximum Dry Density: Fig. 9 represents a

graph, which shows a correlation between unsoaked CBR

and MDD for all soil samples. The mathematical relation

between the two parameters is shown in Equation (8). It

can be seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from

this equation is 0.4413, which is still not significant.

CBR
U
= -79.67(MDD) + 181.84          R2 = 0.4413 (8)

Model-5: Correlation of Unsoaked California Bearing

Ratio with %Finer Passing From #200 Sieve (%F):

Fig. 10 represents a graph which shows a correlation

between unsoaked CBR and % finer passing from #200

sieve for all soil samples. The mathematical relation

between the two parameters is shown in Equation (9). It

can be seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from

this equation is only 0.0034.

CBR
U
=0.0587(%F) + 27.276          R2 = 0.0034 (9)

Model-6: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing Ratio

(CBR
S
) With Liquid Limit: Fig. 11 represents a graph,

which shows a correlation between soaked CBR and LL

for all soil samples. The mathematical relation between

the two parameters is shown in Equation (10). It can be

seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from this

equation is only 0.0373.

CBR
S
= 0.1077(LL) + 8.5882          R2 = 0.0373 (10)

FIG. 8. RELATIONSHIP OF UNSOAKED CBR WITH
OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT

FIG. 9. RELATIONSHIP OF UNSOAKED CBR WITH
MAXIMUM DRY DENSITY

FIG. 10. RELATIONSHIP OF UNSOAKED CBR WITH %
FINER

FIG. 11. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH LIQUID
LIMIT
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Model-7: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing Ratio

with Plasticity Index: Fig. 12 represents a graph, which

shows a correlation between soaked CBR and PI for all

soil samples. The mathematical relation between the two

parameters is shown in Equation (11). It can be seen that

the reliability factor R2 obtained from this equation is

0.0261.

CBR
S
=0.2131(PI) + 8.4678          R2 = 0.0261 (11)

Model-8: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing Ratio

with Optimum Moisture Content: Fig. 13 represents a

graph, which shows a correlation between soaked CBR

and OMC for all soil samples. The mathematical relation

between the two parameters is shown in Equation (12). It

can be seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from

this equation is only 0.0328.

CBR
S
=0.4624(OMC) + 7.7621          R2 = 0.0328 (12)

Model-9: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing Ratio

with Maximum Dry Density: Fig. 14 represents a graph,

which shows a correlation between soaked CBR and MDD

for all soil samples. The mathematical relation between

the two parameters is shown in Equation (13). It can be

seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from this

equation is 0.1136.

CBR
S
 = -15.81(MDD)+ 43.715          R2 = 0.1136 (13)

Model-10: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing

Ratio with % Finer Passing From #200 Sieve (%F):

Fig. 15 represents a graph, which shows a correlation

between soaked CBR and % finer passing from #200 sieve

for all soil samples. The mathematical relation between

the two parameters is shown in Equation (14). It can be

seen that the reliability factor R2 obtained from this

equation is 0.1806 which is still not significant.

CBR
S
=-0.1681(%F) + 26.02          R2 = 0.1806 (14)

FIG. 12. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH
PLASTICITY INDEX

FIG. 13. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH OPTIMUM
MOISTURE CONTENT

FIG. 14. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH MAXIMUM
DRY DENSITY

FIG. 15. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH % FINER
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Model-11: Correlation of Soaked California Bearing

Ratio (CBR
S
) With Unsoaked California Bearing Ratio:

Fig. 16 represents a graph, which shows a correlation

between soaked CBR and unsoaked CBR for all soil

samples [15]. The mathematical relation between the two

parameters is shown in Equation (15). It can be seen that

the reliability factor R2 obtained from this equation is

0.5153 which is still not significant.

CBR
S
=0.2807(CBR

U
) + 5.0352          R2 = 0.5153 (15)

A brief summary of the developed SLRA models for both

Soaked and Unsoaked CBR are given in Table 3.

.oNledoM ledoM/noitalerroC R2

1 472.71+)LL(6982.0=URBC 3140.0

2 984.71+)IP(9155.0=URBC 8620.0

3 708.12-)CMO(2820.4=URBC 2183.0

4 48.181+)DDM(76.97-=URBC 3144.0

5 672.72+)F%(7850.0=URBC 4300.0

6 2885.8+)LL(7701.0=SRBC 3730.0

7 8764.8+)IP(1312.0=SRBC 1620.0

8 1267.7+)CMO(4264.0=SRBC 8230.0

9 517.34+)DDM(18.51-=SRBC 6311.0

01 20.62+)F%(1861.0-=SRBC 6081.0

11 2530.5+)URBC(7082.0=SRBC 3515.0

TABLE 3. DEVELOPED CORRELATIONS FOR UNSOAKED AND SOAKED CBR VALUES (SLRA)

FIG. 16. RELATIONSHIP OF SOAKED CBR WITH
UNSOAKED CBR

From the above developed SLRA models for unsoaked

CBR, based on the values of coefficient of determination

(R2), it has been noted that Model-4 provides a better

correlation with MDD with value of R2 = 0.4413. Similarly,

for soaked CBR, Model-10 provides a better correlation

with % Finer with value of R2 = 0.1806.

On the other hand, the correlation between soaked and

unsoaked CBR has been found to be a bettercorrelation

with a value of R2 = 0.5153.

4.2 Correlations By Multiple Linear
Regression Analysis

This analysis has been performed by taking CBR as

function of more than one independent variables

[Equation (1)]. Now, the equations which have been

obtained through MLRA by adopting Microsoft Excel

solution are given in Table 4 along with their model

number.

From the above developed MLRA models for Soaked CBR,

based on the values of coefficient of determination (R2)

and Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (Adj R2), it

has been noted that Model-13 provides a better correlation
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with LL, PI and % Finer with value of R2 = 0.984 and

Adjusted R2 = 0.935.

Similarly, for Unsoaked CBR, correlations/models

developed are shown in Table 5.

From the above developed MLRA models for Unsoaked

CBR, based on the values of coefficient of determination

(R2) and Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (Adj R2),

it can be noted that Model-32 provides a better correlation

of Unsoaked CBR with LL, PI and MDD with value of R2=

0.971 and Adjusted R2 = 0.884.

5. VALIDATION ANALYSIS

From section 4, it is observed that high reliability for CBR

prediction is observed from MLRA instead of SLRA. So

now, equations of MLRA are utilized for obtaining relation

between predicted and actual CBR (Table 6). Also, the

graph is plotted to show the difference in values between

experimental and predicted CBR for each sample.For

Soaked CBR:

CBR
S
 =11.2525(LL)-26.4144(PI)-0.3024(%F)+153.7175(16)

R2= 0.984, Adj R2 = 0.935

Now, the graph between predicted and actual CBR

(Soaked) along with line of equality is presented in Fig,

17. The trend line in Fig. 17 shows that the ratio of

predicted to actual CBR value is 1 i.e. P/A =1. Points above

this line of equality indicate those samples whose

predicted CBR value is higher than their actual CBR value

TABLE 4. DEVELOPED CORRELATIONS FOR SOAKED CBR VALUE (MLRA)

.oNledoM ledoM/noitalerroC R2

1 2808.49+)IP(5585.81-)LL(2069.7=SRBC 874.0

2 9764.7+)CMO(0412.0+)LL(9270.0=SRBC 040.0

3 )DDM(5430.22-)LL(4590.0-6841.06=SRBC 521.0

4 6659.02+)F%(5561.0-)LL(2990.0=SRBC 212.0

5 8312.7+)CMO(6543.0+)IP(4280.0=SRBC 530.0

6 )DDM(7298.32-)IP(1892.0-1245.66=SRBC 531.0

7 5931.12+)F%(1561.0-)IP(6381.0=SRBC 002.0

8 )DDM(9124.402-)CMO(5254.01-3759.735=SRBC 627.0

9 2837.81+)F%(2181.0-)CMO(7126.0=SRBC 932.0

01 )F%(0561.0-)DDM(7633.51-6137.45=SRBC 782.0

11 9648.011+)CMO(5288.0-)IP(8640.12-)LL(7341.9=SRBC 425.0

21 6985.59+)DDM(5694.0-)IP(5305.81-)LL(0129.7=SRBC 874.0

31 5717.351+)F%(4203.0-)IP(4414.62-)LL(5252.11=SRBC 489.0

41 )DDM(5501.422-)CMO(0748.01-)LL(5291.0-7687.985=SRBC 377.0

51 )F%(9181.0-)CMO(2446.0+)LL(4600.0-0308.81=SRBC 932.0

61 )F%(3661.0-)DDM(8922.22-)LL(7501.0-5920.37=SRBC 203.0

71 )DDM(2426.522-)CMO(1868.01-)IP(4505.0-3013.695=SRBC 787.0

81 )F%(0781.0-)CMO(5108.0+)IP(3321.0-9709.91=SRBC 342.0

91 )F%(6861.0-)DDM(2086.42-)IP(0543.0-8293.18=SRBC 613.0

02 )F%(6513.0+)DDM(7522.663-)CMO(2963.91-9305.839=)dekaoS(RBC 719.0
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and vice versa. From Fig. 17, it is observed that predicted

CBR values of Sample-1, 6 and 7 slightly deviate from the

line of equality while the remaining samples predicted

CBR values scatters near the line of equality.

The difference between experimental/actual and predicted

CBR values is graphically shown below:

Fig. 18 represents difference in values of predicted and

actual CBR value in soaked condition for each soil sample

in a graphical format. It can be seen that predicted CBR

values of Samples 2, 5 and 6 under estimate their actual

CBR values, but for Sample 1 and 7, predicted CBR values

over estimate their actual CBR values. Fig. 18 depicts the

results of Soaked CBR value obtained from laboratory

results as well as model.

TABLE 5. DEVELOPED CORRELATIONS FOR UNSOAKED CBR VALUE (MLRA)

.oNledoM ledoM/noitalerroC R2

12 )IP(2245.95-)LL(6644.52+4694.392=URBC 437.0

22 6884.81-)LL(7128.0-)CMO(2038.6=URBC 925.0

32 )DDM(8754.251-)LL(3511.1-5320.473=URBC 586.0

42 9023.21+)F%(3660.0+)LL(0392.0=URBC 640.0

52 4888.7-)IP(3290.2-)CMO(1499.6=URBC 065.0

62 )DDM(2480.451-)IP(8447.2-3010.293=URBC 027.0

72 3682.21+)F%(8760.0+)IP(0465.0=URBC 130.0

82 )DDM(0691.191-)CMO(6081.6-0580.474=URBC 474.0

92 4481.02-)F%(8620.0-)CMO(7150.4=URBC 283.0

03 7628.671+)DDM(3588.97-)F%(1570.0=URBC 744.0

13 3312.412+)CMO(2263.4+)IP(5573.74-)LL(3695.91=URBC 409.0

23 9515.554+)DDM(6339.201-)IP(7645.24-)LL(4713.71=URBC 179.0

33 8179.743+)F%(6972.0-)IP(8187.66-)LL(1194.82=URBC 008.0

43 )DDM(8211.313-)CMO(8326.8-)LL(5291.1-1801.597=URBC 847.0

53 5014.11-)F%(6311.0-)LL(2178.0-)CMO(8890.7=URBC 145.0

63 )F%(2160.0-)DDM(9583.251-)LL(5111.1-2182.963=URBC 986.0

73 )DDM(1891.313-)CMO(1275.8-)IP(3809.2-4068.908=URBC 287.0

83 )F%(6131.0-)CMO(9413.7+)IP(0732.2-1540.1=URBC 675.0

93 )F%(3640.0+)DDM(0868.351-)IP(9137.2-1339.783=URBC 227.0

04 )F%(9367.0+)DDM(7368.285-)CMO(5467.72-5166.3441=URBC 546.0

TABLE 6. VALIDATION OF DEVELOPED CORRELATION FOR SOAKED CBR

.oNelpmaS )%(eulaVRBClautcA )%(eulaVRBCevitciderP seulaVniecnereffiD

1 814.8 262.9 448.0-

2 298.71 693.71 694.0

5 203.31 161.31 141.0

6 200.01 363.9 936.0

7 508.91 522.02 024.0-
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For Unsoaked CBR,

CBR
U
 = 17.3174(LL)-42.5467(PI)-102.9336(MDD)+455.5159 (17)

 R2= 0.971, Adj R2 = 0.884

Now, the graph between predicted and actual CBR

(Unsoaked) along with line of equality is presented in

Fig. 19. It is observed that predicted CBR values of Sample

1, 5 and 7 slightly deviate from the line of equality while

the remaining samples predicted CBR values scatters near

the line of equality.  Moreover, the predicted CBR values

of Sample 1, 2 and 6 are higher than their actual CBR

values while the predicted CBR values of Sample 5 and 7

are lower than their actual CBR values (Table 7). The

difference between experimental/actual and predicted CBR

values is shown graphically below:

Fig. 20 represents difference in values of predicted and

actual CBR value in unsoaked condition for each soil

sample in a graphical format. It can be clearly seen that

predicted CBR values of Sample 5 and 7 under estimate

their actual CBR values, but for Sample 1, 2 and 6, predicted

CBR values over estimate their actual CBR values.

FIG. 17. GRAPH OF PREDICTED VS ACTUAL CBR IN
SOAKED CONDITION

FIG. 18. GRAPH OF CBR VALUE VS SAMPLE NUMBER IN
SOAKED CONDITION

oNelpmaS )%(eulaVRBClautcA )%(eulaVRBCdetciderP seulaVnIecnereffiD

1 564.33 973.63 419.2-

2 013.14 547.14 534.0-

5 950.22 232.02 728.1

6 175.51 504.61 438.0-

7 581.54 138.24 453.2

TABLE 7. VALIDATION OF DEVELOPED CORRELATION FOR UNSOAKED CBR Difference In Values

FIG. 19. GRAPH OF PREDICTED VS ACTUAL CBR IN
UNSOAKED CONDITION

FIG. 20. GRAPH OF CBR VALUE VS SAMPLE NUMBER IN
UNSOAKED CONDITION
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6. CONCLUSION

From the results of the research, the following conclusions

can be drawn:

(i) Based on the above laboratory tests, no any

reliable SLRA relationship exists for predicting

Soaked as well as Un-Soaked CBR value from

index properties.

(ii) The highest coefficient of determination

obtained for Soaked CBR is 0.1806 while

correlating Soaked CBR with % finer, and the

highest coefficient of determination obtained for

Un-Soaked CBR is 0.4413 while correlating Un-

Soaked CBR with MDD.

(iii) Un-Soaked CBR value provides a relationship

with MDD through SLRA with coefficient of

determination R2 = 0.4413, which is not suitable.

(iv) The correlation of Soaked CBR with LL, PI and

%Finer by utilizing MLRA approach gives a good

relationship with R2 = 0.984 which is CBR (Soaked)

= 11.2525(LL) - 26.4144(PI) - 0.3024(%F) + 153.7175

(v) The correlation of Un-Soaked CBR with LL, PI

and MDD by utilizing MLRA approach gives a

good relationship with R2 = 0.971, CBR (Un-

Soaked) = 17.3174(LL) - 42.5467(PI) -

102.9336(MDD) + 455.5159

(vi) It is observedthat CBR values decreases with

increase in PI and increases with increase in LL.

(vii) From the developed correlation, it can be seen

that the Soaked CBR value is largely dependent

on LL and PI of soil whereas, the effect of %

Finer is minor.

(viii) For Unsoaked CBR, the values are largely

dependent on LL, PI and MDD.
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